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Abstract—We consider the problem of average throughput
maximization per total consumed energy in packetized sensor
communications. Our study results in a near-optimal transmission
strategy that chooses the optimal modulation level and transmit
power while adapting to the incoming traffic rate, buffer condition, and the channel condition. We investigate the point-to-point
and multinode communication scenarios. Many solutions of the
previous works require the state transition probability, which
may be hard to obtain in a practical situation. Therefore, we are
motivated to propose and utilize a class of learning algorithms
[called reinforcement learning (RL)] to obtain the near-optimal
policy in point-to-point communication and a good transmission
strategy in multinode scenario. For comparison purpose, we
develop the stochastic models to obtain the optimal strategy in the
point-to-point communication. We show that the learned policy
is close to the optimal policy. We further extend the algorithm
to solve the optimization problem in a multinode scenario by
independent learning. We compare the learned policy to a simple
policy, where the agent chooses the highest possible modulation and selects the transmit power that achieves a predefined
signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) given one particular modulation.
The proposed learning algorithm achieves more than twice the
throughput per energy compared with the simple policy, particularly, in high packet arrival regime. Beside the good performance,
the RL algorithm results in a simple, systematic, self-organized,
and distributed way to decide the transmission strategy.
Index Terms—Energy-aware sensor communications, Markov
decision process (MDP), reinforcement learning (RL).

I. INTRODUCTION

R

ECENT advances in microelectromechanical system
(MEMS) technology and wireless communications have
made possible the large-scale deployment of wireless sensor
networks (WSNs), which consist of small, low-cost sensors
with powerful processing and networking capabilities. These
WSNs have found themselves several important applications
such as battlefield surveillance, health care monitoring, habitat
monitoring, maintenance of modern highway, and managing
the future manufacturing system. Due to the broad potential
applications, the WSN has been identified as one of the most
important technologies nowadays [1]. A crucial characteristic
of the WSN is to have a very long network lifespan, since
human intervention for energy supply replenishment may not
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be possible in many applications. The long network lifespan
also implies a very low energy consumption in each sensor.
The traditional low power design that focuses mainly on circuits and systems has been shown inadequate in WSN applications [2]. The stringent energy requirement in the sensor calls for
the highly energy-efficient resource allocation. This highly energy-efficient resource allocation requires the application of an
energy awareness system, where the communication system reconfigures the transmission parameters from different communication layers according to the environment [3], [4]. The communication system’s environment includes several aspects such
as the sensors communication channel condition, the sensor’s
buffer condition, the energy left in each sensor node, etc. Such
a cross-layer optimization can be realized in several ways. One
practical solution is to employ an intelligent control agent that
interacts with different communication layers and dynamically
reconfigures each layer’s parameters.
Several attempts to design the resource allocation protocol
for WSN are based on the existing wireless resource allocation
methods. We first briefly outline the existing wireless resource
management approaches, which are closer to our method. In [5],
a power control scheme for wireless packet networks is formulated using dynamic programming (DP). The extension of this
work to multimodal power control is also investigated in [6]. In
these two schemes, the power control follows some threshold
policy that balances between the buffer content and the channel
interference. The DP formulation for power control with imperfect channel estimation is addressed in [7]. They show that the
DP solution is better than the fixed signal-to-interference ratio
(SIR) approach. Jointly optimized bit-rate and delay control for
packet wireless networks has also been studied within the DP
framework [8]. Most of the literatures assume the knowledge
of the exact probability model and obtain the optimal solution
by solving Bellman’s optimality equation [9]. In practice, the
probability model may not be available when the optimization is
being done. This motivates us to develop and investigate an optimization scheme that learns the optimal policy without knowing
the probability model.
In this paper, we focus on the average throughput maximization per total consumed energy in packetized wireless sensor
communications from an optimal control point of view. We consider the point-to-point communication and the multinode scenarios. In both cases, we assume that an intelligent control agent
resides in the transmitter and decides the right action in the right
situation. We propose to utilize the Reinforcement Learning algorithm to solve the online optimization problems. In point-topoint communication, the communication takes place between
one transmitter and one receiver. Before the transmission, the
transmitter observes the number of packets in its buffer and
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the channel gain from the previous transmission. Based on this
knowledge, the objective of the intelligent control agent is to
find the best modulation level and transmit power to maximize
the long-term average throughput per total consumed energy.
The long-term average throughput per total consumed energy
is obtained by averaging the throughput per energy at every
transmission. The total consumed energy at every transmission
consists of the transmission energy and buffer processing cost.
Clearly, the buffer in the transmitter is affected by the agent’s
decision. In this scenario, we compare the optimal policy with
the policy learned by reinforcement learning (RL) algorithm
and show that the RL algorithm obtains the near-optimal control policy. Moreover, we also compare the learned policy with
a policy, where the control agent chooses the highest possible
modulation and uses the transmit power that achieves a predefined SIR given one particular modulation. We refer this policy
as the simple policy. We demonstrate that the proposed learned
policy obtains more than twice throughput per energy compared
with the simple policy, especially in the high mean packet arrival
region.
In contrast to the point-to-point communication, we consider
transmitters simultaneously communicate to one receiver in
multinode scenario. The channel link experienced by one node
depends on the transmission power (decision) employed by
other nodes in multinode scenarios. Hence, the optimal (equilibrium) solution generally depends on the policy employed
by the other nodes. We extend the RL algorithm to solve the
multinode problem. We propose to let every node independently
learn its transmission strategy based on its buffer condition
and the measured channel interference. Similarly, we compare
the independent learned policy to the simple policy, where
each node chooses the highest modulation level and selects
the transmit power level to achieve a predefined SIR at given
modulation. The proposed modified RL algorithm provides a
significant improvement in the average throughput per total
consumed energy.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows. We propose an optimization framework that generally captures several parameters from different communication layers and develop practical algorithms based on the RL algorithm to learn
a near-optimal control policy in the point-to-point communication and a good transmission strategy in multinode scenarios.
The proposed optimization scheme is simple, inherently distributed and self-organized. The rest of this paper is organized
as follows. In Section II, we review the Markov decision process
(MDP) and its optimal solution. The RL algorithm is introduced
in Section III. In Section IV, we formulate the throughput maximization per total consumed energy in a point-to-point communication scenario. The extension formulation to a multinode
scenario is presented in Section V. The discussion on the applicability of the algorithms to WSNs is given in Section VI.
Finally, the conclusions are drawn in Section VII.

Fig. 1.
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Interaction between agent and environment in MDP.

is the set of all possible control actions at each state, is a tran, and is a reward function
sition function
. The transition function defines a probability distribution over the next state as a function of the current state and
specifies
the agent’s action, i.e.,
to
under
the transition probability from state
. Here, the notation
denotes the
the control action
element on the th row and the th column of matrix . The
transition probability function describes the dynamics of the
environment as the response to the agent current decision. The
reward function specifies the reward incurred at state
under control action
. The interaction between the agent
and environment in MDP is illustrated in Fig. 1. At time , the
and decides an action
.
control agent detects
causes the state to evolve from
to
acThe decision
, and some reward
cording to probability
is obtained.
The MDP’s solution consists of finding the decision policy
that maximizes the objective function. Several
typical objective functions are expected discounted reward, expected total reward, and average reward per stage [9]. Since we
are interested in maximizing the long-term average throughput
per total consumed energy in the packetized sensor communication, we focus on the average reward per stage, which is represented as
(1)
where
is the average reward obtained using decision
policy when the initial state is . This objective function
(1) exactly describes the average throughput per energy that we
want to maximize. We note that the expectation operation in (1)
is the conditional expectation given one particular policy. The
optimal policy is the decision rule that maximizes the average
over all possible policies .
reward per stage
When the Markov chain resulting from applying every stationary policy is recurrent or ergodic, it is well-known that the
optimal average reward per stage is independent of the initial
[9], [11]. Moreover, there exists an optimal stationary
state
policy that satisfies Bellman’s equation [9] for all

(2)
II. MARKOV DECISION PROCESS (MDP) AND
DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING (DP)
An MDP [10] is defined as a
tuple, where is
the state space that contains all possible states of the system,

where
is the optimal average reward per stage and
is
known as optimal relative state-value function for each state ,
and for any stationary policy, the corresponding average reward
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and relative state-value
[9]:
for all

satisfy the following relation

(3)
We note that several computational approaches that solve the
Bellman optimality equation are known as DP approaches. In
the next section, we introduce the RL algorithm and explain the
relation between the update equations in the algorithm and the
Bellman optimality (2).
Fig. 2. Interaction of nodes in distributed control agent.

III. REINFORCEMENT LEARNING (RL)
The RL algorithm is a popular paradigm for solving learningcontrol MDP [12]. In RL, an agent learns to make optimal decisions by experiencing the reward received, as the result of its
action. Moreover, the agent does not require the explicit model
of the environment. Hence, it is useful when the agent has little
knowledge of the environment.
An excellent tutorial on the RL algorithms can be found
in [12]. The essence of RL algorithms is to update the relaand in (2) using incremental
tive state-value function
averaging. In the following, we explain step-by-step the development of update equations in RL algorithm and show
their connection with Bellman’s equation. Define the operator
. The
relation (3) can then be expressed as

(4)
The RL algorithm eliminates the need for state tranwith
sition probability by replacing the operator
, where
is the next
state occurring in the sample path. Obviously, the next state
occurs according to the probability
. The RL
algorithm learns the state-value function as

(5)
Similarly, the average reward

is updated as
(6)

and
determine the weighting of the current
We note that
and future estimate of the state-value function and the average
reward. The term
is often referred to as the temporal difference [12] or the error
between the current and next estimate. This temporal difference
and
determine the
(error) guides the learning process.
learning rate for the differential state-value function and the average reward.
Since the Bellman equation chooses the action that optimizes
the right-hand side (RHS) of (2), there should be some function

related to the decision made in each iteration. The RL algorithm
chooses the decision/action according to the Gibbs softmax
is chosen in state
according
method [12], i.e., action
.
to probability
is chosen at state , the preference
Whenever an action
metric
is updated as
(7)
determines the learning rate for the preference
where the
metric. The preference metric update equation has the following interpretation. The algorithm typically is initialized
. This implies that iniusing
tially the algorithm chooses every action uniformly. As the
iteration proceeds, the action that results in increasing relative
is prioritized by increasing the
state-value function
preference metric of choosing that particular action (7). In
contrast, the action that results in smaller relative state-value
function (the temporal difference is negative) is penalized by
reducing its preference metric. In this sense, the (5)–(7) choose
the action that maximizes the RHS of (2). Hence, the RL
algorithm resembles the Bellman optimality equation. The set
of (5)–(7) is also known as actor–critic (AC) algorithm [12],
which will be completely presented in Section IV-B .
In the following sections, we formulate the average
throughput maximization per total consumed energy in
WSNs as an MDP for the point-to-point communication and
the multinode scenario. In both scenarios, we consider the
time-slotted packet transmission. The interaction between the
communicating nodes for both scenarios can generally be
illustrated in Fig. 2. The point-to-point communication can be
considered as the special case where only one transmitter and
receiver are participating in the communication. We will refer
to this illustration, when explaining the interaction between the
optimal control agent and the environment.
IV. THROUGHPUT MAXIMIZATION IN
POINT-TO-POINT COMMUNICATION
We study the average throughput maximization per total consumed energy considering the parameters of the channel condition, the transmitter buffer, the modulation, and the transmit
power. In the following, we first present the reward function
and the AC algorithm used to learn the near-optimal policy. In
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order to compare the learned strategy with the optimal solution, we present the models that constitute the MDP in point-topoint communication. These models are required in solving the
Bellman optimality equation. We note that the proposed optimal
control framework does not depend on any particular model
used in our formulation. Hence, more accurate models, if further
discovered, can be employed without changing the optimization
framework.
A. Reward Function
Several utility functions or reward functions have been used
in the context of power control schemes. In [5] and [6], the
transmit power and cost incurred in the buffer are used as the
objective functions to be minimized. In [13], the number of
information bits successfully transmitted per Joule is used as
the objective function. In the application of WSNs, the energy
consumption, the throughput and the delay are all very critical parameters. We certainly do not want to minimize the energy consumption with an unacceptable throughput or infinite
delay. Hence, we employ the number of successfully transmitted
packets per total consumed energy as our objective function.
To enforce the bounded delay transmission, we incorporate the
buffer processing cost/energy into the total energy, which is the
summation of the transmission energy and the buffer processing
cost/energy. Including the buffer processing cost/energy minimizes the possibility of buffer overflow, which can be interpreted as enforcing the quality-of-service (QoS).
inforSuppose the transmitter sends a packet consisting
mation bits, and let the number of bits in one packet after adding
error decoding code be bits. The transmission rate is bits/s.
Fig. 2 illustrates this scenario, where only one transmitter and
receiver pair is communicating. We assume the receiver feeds
back its current received channel gain to the transmitter before
the next transmission. Let and denote the modulation level
denote the
and the transmission power. Also, let
is the
probability of successful packet reception, where
denote the number
targeted signal to interference ratio. Let
of retransmissions required to successfully transmit a packet.
Assuming each transmission is statistically independent, is a
geometric random variable with mass function
(8)
The time duration for each transmission is
s and total
s. When the transmitted
retransmission time becomes
power is Watts, the energy consumed per packet transmission
is
, where
is the expectation. In one packet,
. Hence, the utility
the useful information portion is only
function becomes
Good Packet
Transmit Energy

(9)

where the unit for the utility function is packet per Joule. Let
denote buffer processing cost/energy. The buffer processing
cost is assumed to be a monotonically increasing function with

Fig. 3.

AC architecture.
TABLE I
AC ALGORITHM

respect to the number of packets in the buffer
. Thus, the reward function is expressed as
10

, i.e.,

if
and
otherwise
(10)

is the aggregate state and
is the action
where
that can be taken by the control agent. The reward function is
interpreted as the number of good received packets per total
energy consumed. We note that the reward function is equal to
zero if there is no packet in the buffer or no transmission occurs
(transmit power is zero). Also, by adding the buffer processing
cost, the control agent will gradually become more aggressive
as the buffer increases. Hence, the probability of buffer overflow
will be decreased.
B. Near-Optimal Solution Using Actor–Critic (AC) Algorithm
In this section, we present the complete AC algorithm developed in Section III to solve MDP with average reward per
stage. The architecture of an AC algorithm is shown in Fig. 3.
As we can infer from its name, the AC algorithm consists of
two major parts, the actor and the critic. The policy structure is
known as the actor, because it decides the action, and the estimated state-value function is known as the critic, since it generates temporal difference (error) that criticizes the actions made
by the actor. The complete AC algorithm is shown in Table I.
The AC algorithm uses the state-value function update and the
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is the level crossing function given by
,
is the packet
transmission time and
is the maximum doppler
frequency.
2) State Transition Probability Construction: We construct
the system state as the aggregate of the number of packets in
the buffer,
and the channel gain , that is
. The
control space consists of the modulation level and transmit
power, i.e.,
. The state transition probability maps
. In particular, the state
transition probability depends on the probability of packet
arrival, the channel transition probability, and the successful
packet transmission probability.
We model the packet arrival process as a Poisson process with
mean packet arrival rate . The channel is modeled as FSMC
and the channel gain state transition probability is calculated
according to Section IV-C1. The successful packet transmisdepends on the targeted SIR
sion probability
, which is represented as
where

Fig. 4. FSMC with

K-state.

average reward update as in (5) and (6). The actor selects the decision according to the Gibbs softmax method [12]. In parallel
with the discussion in Section III, the Gibbs softmax method (7)
acts as the actor and the temporal difference serves as the critic
[(5) and (6)].
In the Gibbs softmax method, the actor chooses the action with the highest conditional probability of state-action
. The higher
is, the more
will be chosen. The algorithm starts with equal
likely
for every action. Therefore, the actor has equal probability to choose any available actions at the initial stage. This
stage is often referred to as an exploration stage. As in all RL
algorithms, the AC algorithm needs to balance the exploration
and exploitation step in the learning process. The exploitation
step is used to search for the average reward maximizing
decision and the exploration step is used to try out all possible
best decisions [12].
C. Optimal DP Solution
As described in Section II, the solution of the Bellman
optimality equation requires knowledge of the state transition
probability. Before describing the optimal solution, we present
the models of each of the components that constitute the MDP
system in a point-to-point scenario as follows.
1) Finite-State Markov Channel (FSMC): In point-to-point
communication, the wireless channel dynamics can be modeled
using a finite-state Markov channel (FSMC). The approach in
the FSMC for wireless channels [14], [15] is to partition the
received signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) or the equivalent channel
gain into a finite number of intervals. Suppose that the channel
gain is partitioned into
intervals,
.
The channel gain is said to be in state if it is between
to
. In the packet transmission system, the channel transition occurs at the time slot boundary, and the channel gain is
constant during one time slot of transmission. Furthermore, the
channel transition only occurs from a given state to its two adjacent states, as in Fig. 4. The state transition probability completely specifies the dynamics of the channel and is determined
as follows [14], [15].
1) Steady-state probabilities

(13)
where , modeled as the FSMC, is the channel gain variation
between the transmitter and receiver,
denotes the total
bandwidth of the transmission,
is the transmission rate,
[
is also known as the processing gain in code-division
is the attenmultiple-access (CDMA) literature],
uation factor resulting from the path loss, is the distance
between the transmitter and receiver, and
is the variance of
the thermal noise.
Let us denote the number of packet arrivals as
,
the probability of packet arrival as
, the successful packet
transmission probability as
, and the channel
transition probability as
. Here,
indicates the transition probability of the channel gain from state
at time instant to
at the next time instant. Suppose
the current state is
, where
is the number
of packets in the buffer at time , and
is the channel gain
that is fed back. The action taken at time is
,
where
and
denote the modulation level and the transmit
power employed at time . Assuming that the events of packet
arrival, successful transmission and channel transition are all
mutually independent, the corresponding system state transition
probability is determined as follows.
1) Transmission failure
(14)

(11)
is exponentially
In a Rayleigh-fading channel,
distributed with probability density function as
, where
is the average
channel gain.
2) State transition probabilities

(12)

2) Successful transmission
(15)
The formulation of MDP has the following interpretation.
Before a packet transmission, the transmitter is in some state
(obtained from the previous history of transmission, i.e., buffer
content and channel condition, see Fig. 2). The transmitter uses
this information to determine what modulation and transmit
power should be used to maximize the average throughput per
total consumed energy. At the end of a packet transmission,
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TABLE II
SINGLE-NODE SIMULATION PARAMETERS

the transmitter obtains feedback information from the receiver
containing the quantized channel gain and positive/negative
acknowledgment (ACK/NACK). The quantized channel gain
is used to track the channel evolution . The ACK/NACK
is used to update the buffer content. When an ACK signal is
received, the transmitter will send the following packet at the
next transmission time. Otherwise, it retransmits the packet.
The number of successful transmitted packets per the energy
consumed in one transmission time is recorded as the reward
.

Fig. 5. Performance of the learning algorithm.

D. Numerical Results
In this section, we construct the simulation using parameters
shown in Table II. We note that the total number of states are
72 and total number of actions are 44. Given the MDP state
transition probability, the optimal solution of the posed MDP
problem is solved numerically using the policy iteration method
[9]. We compare the optimal solution to the policy learned by
,
the AC algorithm. The AC algorithm parameters are
, and
. For comparison purposes, we
also simulate the simple policy, where the transmitter tries to
transmit at the highest throughput (modulation) possible, while
maintaining a predefined link SNR given a particular modulation. Specifically, the transmitter chooses binary phase-shift
keying (BPSK) to transmit when there is only one packet in the
buffer, and it chooses quadrature phase-shift keying (QPSK),
8PSK, and 16PSK to transmit when there are two packets, three
packets, and more than four packets in the queue, respectively.
For each modulation, the transmitter selects the transmit power
to achieve a fixed predefined SNR. We use (6, 10, 15, 20) dB
as the predefined link SNR for BPSK to 16PSK, respectively.
These predefined SNRs can achieve more than 80% packet correct reception probability.
Fig. 5 shows the average throughput learned by the AC al. It is obgorithm and the optimal throughput when
vious that the learned throughput is asymptotically very close
to the optimal one. Moreover, due to the selection of the small,
constant learning parameters , , and (as opposed to the decreasing magnitude of learning parameters with time) the AC
algorithm has the ability to track the variation in the governing
probability as demonstrated in Fig. 5. In this figure, the mean
. Based
packet arrival rate varies as
on the sample realization, the AC algorithm adjusts the learned
policy adapting to different packet arrival rates. The capability
of the AC algorithm to obtain the near-optimal policy and track

Fig. 6. Learned and optimal policies, packet arrival load  = 2:0.

the variation in the governing probability is due to the fact that
the algorithm explores all the possible decisions and selects the
throughput maximizing policy. This exploration is achieved by
the initial stage of the Gibbs softmax method used in the actor
part of the algorithm.
The corresponding optimal and learned policies for
are shown in Fig. 6. In these figures, the channel is better
when the channel gain is larger and the buffer content indicates
number of packets in the buffer. For the same buffer content,
the optimal policy tends to use higher modulation levels when
the channel is good and lower modulation when the channel is
bad. The agent also tends to select higher power levels when
the channel is bad to guarantee acceptable throughput. At the
same channel gain, as more packets are queued in the buffer,
the agent becomes more aggressive and attempts a higher
modulation and power level. This effect is due to including the
buffer processing cost in the reward function, causing the agent
to try to balance the transmission energy and buffer processing
cost/energy to obtain the maximum average throughput per
total expended energy. Moreover, both the optimal DP and the
near-optimal AC solution jointly decide the best modulation
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In the following, we first describe the channel model and
problem formulation in multinode communication. We develop
an extension of the AC algorithm for the multinode problem
and evaluate the performance by simulations. Similarly to the
point-to-point communication, we compare the learned policy
with the simple policy, where the each transmitter chooses the
highest modulation possible, while maintaining a predefined
SIR of the link for a particular modulation.
A. Channel Model for Multinode Communication and Problem
Formulation
The channel model in the multinode scenario captures the interaction dynamics between each node. This interaction is described in terms of the received SIR of each node. Suppose there
are nodes that want to simultaneously communicate with the
receiver. The SIR of link can be expressed as [16]
Fig. 7. Average throughput corresponding to different packet arrival load  =

(16)

and transmit power to maximize the average throughput per
expended energy.
Fig. 7 shows the throughput that is achieved for the optimal
policy, AC learned policy, and the simple policy described in
the previous paragraph for various packet arrival rate. It is obvious that the policy learned by the AC algorithm is very close
to the optimal policy. Compared with the simple policy, the AC
algorithm obtains twice to three times throughput per total expended energy. Hence, it is a higher energy efficiency scheme.
It is important to point out that the optimal solution may not
be feasible in practical applications, since the optimal solution
requires the knowledge of channel transition probability and
packet arrival probability. The AC algorithm and simple policy
algorithm do not require any knowledge of governing probability, but the AC algorithm is still able to obtain a near-optimal
average throughput.

where
and
are the system bandwidth and transmission
is the
rate, is the transmission power employed by node ,
is the variance of the
path loss corresponding to link , and
thermal noise. The path loss depends on the distance between
, where
the transmitter and the receiver, that is
is the distance between the transmitter and the receiver.
Equivalently, (16) can be written in decibels (dB) as

2:0.

V. MULTINODE ENERGY-AWARE OPTIMIZATION
In this section, we extend the throughput maximization per
total consumed energy in point-to-point communication to the
multinode scenario, as shown in Fig. 2, where multiple transmitters send packets to one receiver. The main difference between
these two scenarios is the channel model. In point-to-point communication, the channel gain evolves according to the FSMC
model and it is unresponsive to the transmitter power selection.
The transmitter exercises all the available actions (modulation
level and transmission power) to obtain the highest throughput
per energy, while adapting to the channel variation, packet arrival rate, and the buffer condition. In a multinode scenario, the
interference in one link depends on the power transmitted from
other nodes. In fact, the channel experienced by one particular
node depends on its previous decision and other nodes’ decisions. When one node increases its power level, it will increase
the interference experienced by the other nodes. This event may
trigger the other nodes to increase their transmission power and
may result in the increasing of the channel interference experienced by the original node.

(17)
where
is the equivalent
interference of link . Other nodes’ power transmission influences the link quality of node through the relation (17).
The MDP formulation of multinode scenarios is similar to
the formulation of the point-to-point communication case. We
point out the differences as follows. At time instant , the system
, where
and
are the
state at node is
number of packets in the transmitter’s buffer and the quantized
equivalent link interference experienced by node , and the ac, where
and
denote the
tion space is
modulation level and transmission power employed by node
at time instant , respectively. We assume that the transmitting
node receives the quantized estimation of its link quality from
the receiver through the error free channel, hence, the transmitting node knows the history of the quantized interference
of its link . This implies that the control agent can fully ob. Having observed
serve its corresponding state
at time instant , every node
its system state
to maximize
exercises all the possible actions
its average throughput per unit energy, while adapting to the incoming traffic, buffer condition, and the link quality. The reward
obtained is represented as
10

if
and
(18)
otherwise
where the superscript denotes the node . The actions taken by
every node in current transmission affect the next transmission’s
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TABLE III
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

B. Extension of Reinforcement Learning (RL)
To solve the posed multinode problem, we propose to extend
the single-agent AC algorithm in Table I to learn independently
policy in each agent. In this independent learning, each agent
learns its transmission strategy by assuming that the agent itself is the only agent that influences the evolution of its state.
Each agent uses only its local state information to do the decision, that is the agent does not take into account the state, action, and reward involved in other agents’ decision making processes. Although the proposed independent AC learning may
not be optimal, it has several advantages. First, since no global
information (the state and the decision of other agents) is used in
the learning process, less control handshaking (each node does
not need to exchange its state information and the decision employed) is required. Second, the extension of the AC algorithm
has the same computational complexity as the single-agent scenario. Each agent requires only to update the relative state-value
function, average reward, and actor preference function of the
state and action it experiences (Table I).
In the extension of single-agent RL, the AC algorithm is
applied directly to each node in multinode scenarios. Before the
transmission of a packet, every node uses the Gibbs softmax
method to make the decision based on its current local state.
At the end of the packet transmission, each node observes the
ACK/NACK signal and receives the feedback information from
the receiver containing the channel link quality in previous
transmission. Also, each node observes the packet arrival and
it records the reward (packet good throughput per unit energy).
The agent uses this information to update its state, state-value
function, and learned average reward, as in Table I. The above
procedure is repeated throughout the transmission. We note that
the resulting RL algorithm is inherently distributed, since every
node applies the AC algorithm and makes its decision based on
its local information. For comparison purpose, we simulate a
policy where each node tries to transmit as high throughput as
possible with a predefined SIR for one particular modulation.
As before, we refer this policy as the simple policy.

Fig. 8.

Learned and the simple policy throughput, packet arrival load  = 2:0.

C. Simulation Results: Multinode Scenario
In this section, we assess the performance of the independent
AC algorithm in multinode scenario. We simulate the multinode
system with three nodes communicating with one receiver. The
locations of the transmitting nodes are 340, 460, and 570 m away
from the receiver. Node 1 is the nearest node to the receiver
and node 3 is the farthest node from the receiver. Most of the
simulation parameters are similar to Table II except those shown
in Table III. The total number of states in each agent are 496 and
total number of actions are 44.
The AC algorithm is initialized with
,
,
. Fig. 8 shows the average throughput learned by
and
the AC algorithm and the simple policy for packet arrival rate
. It is obvious that in both policies, the node nearer
to the receiver will effectively have higher packet throughput
per energy, since it requires less energy for achieving the same
throughput. Fig. 9 shows the throughput that is achieved for the

Fig. 9. Average throughput corresponding to different packet arrival load  =

2 :0 .

AC learned policy and the simple policy for various packet arrival rates. From Fig. 9, both policies achieve similar throughput
), but when the packet
when the packet arrival rate is low (
arrival rate becomes large, the AC algorithm achieves higher
throughput. In particular, the AC algorithm achieves 1.5 more
and it achieves 6.3 and 7.1
throughput for node 1 when
times throughput for node 2 when
and node 3 when
, respectively. We note that in the simple policy, the
node 3 is not able to transmit anything for the packet arrival
. In this situation, the energy in node 3
rate beyond
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is completely wasted without the ability to transmit anything.
Using the AC algorithm, each node in the network is able to
achieve higher throughput per unit energy for a broad set of
packet arrival rates. This is due to the fact that the AC algorithm
has the ability to explore policies other than the greedy policy
adapting to the channel condition and packet arrival rate. The
greedy policy will obviously result in a total breakdown of the
network.
VI. DISCUSSIONS ON THE APPLICABILITY OF THE RL
ALGORITHM TO WSN
One of the major advantages of the RL algorithm is its capability to learn the environment with very little information. This
property is very suitable for the WSN application, where each
node may not have exact knowledge of its environment. Moreover, the wireless environment in WSN tends to be varying due
to many practical reasons. Having the learning capability, the algorithm decides the best transmission mode by adapting to the
variation in the environment.
Since very little information is required in the learning
process, the algorithm needs to explore all the possible actions/decisions and determines the best action according to
the current environment/state. From (5)–(7), one observes that
the learning algorithm uses the iterative averaging method
to learn/estimate the value function , average reward , and
the preference metric. Intuitively, as the number of actions
and states become larger, more data are required to refine the
accuracy of the estimates. As the consequence, more time is
required to experience and explore all possible decisions. In
short, the convergence time of the algorithm is highly dependent on the number of actions and states in the learning system.
The larger the state and action space are, the more time will be
required for the learning.
As discussed in the previous paragraph, the number of states
and actions affects the time required for the learning process. In
general, the number of states and actions in the learning system
is closely related to the type of the applications. In particular,
when the state is the sample of the physical quantity such as interference, a larger number of states results in a more accurate
solution. On the other hand, the number of actions in the system
reflects the degree of reconfiguration in the system. Therefore,
the states and actions in the system, on one hand should be
chosen carefully to accurately model the physical situation. On
the other hand, the excessively large number of states and actions makes the learning algorithms slow. In our problem, the
aggregate of the number of packets queued in the buffer and
the interference level constitutes the state space and the action
space consists of the power and modulation. The determination of these parameters may be dictated by the accuracy of the
model and the cost for deploying the sensors. One obvious way
to keep the number of states and actions small is to use small
buffer length, small transmit power range, and limited modulation levels. In this way, the resulting number of states and actions
can be kept small enough to make the convergence fast, as will
be demonstrated next.
To demonstrate that a smaller number of states and actions
can actually have shorter learning stage, we perform another

Fig. 10. Learned and the simple policy throughput per unit energy for packet
arrival load  = 1:5. The learned policy achieves (1.001, 1.1100, 1.1324,
1.7565, 2.6799, 3.2403, 3.0946) times throughput per energy compared with
the simple policy, for the node 1 to 7, respectively.

simulation where seven nodes are simultaneously communicating with one receiver. The distance of nodes are (320,
460, 570, 660, 740, 810, 880) meters from the receiver. Two
modulation levels, BPSK and QPSK are available and the
transmit power levels are [0, 0.5, 1] Watt. Buffer length is equal
to 4, the quantized interference has 8 levels. In this simulation,
each agent has 6 actions and 40 states. The resulting learned
throughput per unit energy and the throughput obtained from
simple policy are shown in Fig. 10. Obviously, by reducing the
number of states and actions, the learning time of the algorithm
is also reduced. The learned policy outperforms the simple
policy by (1.001, 1.1100, 1.1324, 1.7565, 2.6799, 3.2403,
3.0946) times of the achievable throughput for node 1 to 7,
respectively.
Another important property of the learning algorithm is that
the transient learning period only occurs once in the initial
warming up stage of the sensor. Moreover, the algorithm
efficiently captures the history information when learning the
state-value and average reward function, hence, it is not necessary for each node to record all the history of the transmission.
After the learning stage, the algorithm is able to use the history
efficiently to obtain good decisions.
VII. CONCLUSION
We formulate the average throughput maximization per
total consumed energy in packetized wireless sensor communications for point-to-point and multinode scenarios, and
we proposed to utilize the RL algorithm to solve the posed
problem. To evaluate the performance of the learning algorithm,
we solve the optimal solution in the point-to-point communication and compare the optimal solution to the learned policy.
The performance of the learned policy is very close to the optimal one. Compared with the simple policy the learned policy
obtains more than twice the throughput. We note that both
the simple policy and learning algorithm do not need the state
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transition probability and use only the feedback information
to make the decision. We also extend the learning scheme to
the multinode scenario. In multinode scenario, the proposed
algorithm achieves 1.5 to 6 times the throughput per energy,
compared with the simple policy, particularly, for high mean
packet arrival rate. The results in our study also indicate that
the proposed scheme with the learning capability provides a
simple, systematic, self-organized, and distributed algorithm
to achieve highly effective resource management in WSN.
Furthermore, the proposed optimization scheme can serve as
a framework to perform cross-layer optimization and to study
the collaboration and competitive interaction in sensor network
communications.
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